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The two claimants to a ship were A^ who held a French mortgage, The
and B, who had executed necessary repairs to her at CardijBf, The cd^
transaction under which A claimed did not constitute a mortgage as
understood by English law, but its effect by French law was to give the
mortgagee a right equivalent in nature and extent to the maritime lien
as recognized in England. With regard to priorities the English rule is
that the claim of a necessaries man is postponed to that of a lienor, while
by French law the claim of a mortgagee is postponed to that of a
necessaries man.
On these facts it was accordingly held by the Court of Appeal
that A was entitled to rank first. French law determined the
substance of A\ right, English law determined whether a right
of that nature ranked before or after an opposing claim.
The later case of The  Zigurds^1 however, where various The
claimants against a Latvian ship, including an English mort- 2lzurd*
gagee and English necessaries men, prosecuted their claims in
England, must be distinguished.
German necessaries men had supplied coals to the ship in a German
port, and according to German law, if the ship were under arrest in
Germany, they had rights analogous to those given by a maritime lien.
They contended, therefore, that, since the nature of a lienor's claim is
higher than that of an English necessaries man, they were entitled to
priority over other claimants who had supplied goods to the vessel in
England.
It was held that this contention must fail. No one denied that
the claimants were ordinary necessaries men, a type of creditor
whose legal position is well known to English law. The evi-
dence did not show that they constituted a higher class accord-
ing to German law, but merely that if the ship was arrested by
the German court they would enjoy priority over other creditors
in the administration of the various claims. Once they had been
definitely assigned to an ascertained class of creditor, it fol-
lowed that the ranking of their claim must be determined by
English law as being the lexfori.
(c)  The nature and extent of the remedy.
U is obvious that a plaintiff who seeks to enforce a foreign Remedies
claim in England can demand only those remedies recognized ™
by English law, and cannot demand even them unless they
harmonize with the right according to its nature and extent as
fixed by the foreign law. Tut in another way', to quote Lord
i [1932] R us-

